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Law Review Reports 10 Faeulty
by William H. Scbladt

nine months behind schedule. The but has been able to better coordiexpects to put Q~t the nate and allocate production
The faculty met on. Friday, Match 1980 issue by the end of work.
October 3 in what turned out to October. Two more issues should
The meeting included discusbe a raucous session, The ag~nda_ come out by the end of this-year,
sion of another problem conincluded a report from the Law- bringing the Review only five fronting the Law Review- reReview, the appointment of a months behind schedule.
.moval procedures for members
teaching "assistant," the aboliMark Stilwell, editor-in-chief, who have 'failed to meet the retion of the Faculty Clinical Pro- said at the meeting that the major quirements of Law Review. Dean
jects Committee, a report from problem Law Review has faced Barron stated that he was con':
the Appointments Committee,
has been the incorporation of a cerned with the problem of stuand a report from the Self Study new printing procedure. Two I dents who do l1.2t put out the reCommittee
on the ABA/ AALS years ago, the Law Review en- quired work yet use membership
Accreditation Reinspection Re- tered into informal negotiations on Law Review on their resumes.
port. The Accreditation Report with the Dean to purchase a new -The Dean said that this is a form
was jnarked confidential by the computer system. The National of misrepresentation
that the
ABA/ AALS, and neither student Law Center subsequently pur- school cannot condone .
representatives
nor Advocate .chased an S80,OOO system that
Mark Stilwell explained that
staff were permitted to see-the re- permits the board to send tapes _ the editorial board has a set policy
. port.
.
rather-than copy to the printer 'for removal of students who fail
Law Review .
and receive proofs much faster. : to meet the requirements of Law
The editorial board of the Law The Journal of International Law .Review. Basically, members have
Review waS asked to meef with and Economics also uses the sys- ~ tw.o-respofisibilities,
writing --a
the faculty to discuss the status of tern.'
note and doing produetfon work.
publication and scheduling 'prob'According
to Mark Stilwell, Some students are consistenly late
lems. 'Prof. Robinson stated that
"Last year's board had to train
with their noie, either in the topic
he asked the Dean to include a re- 'both themselves and the <Dew development or the writing stage;
port from the Law Review on the members to-use the system. Plus, .Other members fail to put in-the
agenda because he was concerned they had to put out three issues- irequired IS hours per week of
with the reputation of the Law using the old method becausethey
production work.
Review and particularly - persons
were on contract with the print-When a member constantly
on Law Review in light of thei'act
er."
fails to meet his obligations, he Is
'that the publication schedule was
This year's board has been able given a warning, and the editorial
a year behind.
to catch up some because new' board sets goals which he/she
-- . -'
Since that time,' this year's members have been terrifically
must meet. If the member fails (0
_. ..
-editorial board has put out four productive. The board has not inmeet those goals, the student may
parents asked. that, initial con- issues bringing Law Review only stituted any structural changes,
C'
d/3
tributions in hismemory be made
L..
.
'
ontinuec on page
to a private high school in Wash-.
ington, Indiana, Mike's home
town. What we do with our own
fund will depend largely on the
amount of money we can raise ..
The suggestion has been made
Commentary
questions dealt with foreign
that w.e could name the Moot
byWiIIlam H. Scbladt
policy and the viability of nuclear
Court room in the new law school
G. Gordon Liddy, mastermind
deterence. Certainly these are not
building after him, but that would' of the Watergate break-in, was
"require
S2S0,000.oo'
or more.
welcomed by G.W. students at questions "Liddy is competent to.
answer.
While there may be a way to raise
Lisner auditorium on Monday,
The -most astute comment
that much money, a goal of September
29 .. During
the
Liddy made all night was he
SSO,OOO.OO is probably more question and answer period, one
realized "that a lot of the freshrealistic. Five-year pledges can be student said 1'1 admire your
man were only eight or nine years
used to permit debt-ridden stu- loyalty to President
Nixon.
was
dents to contribute what they wish America q,wesyou !verything." A old when (Watergate)'
happening, and obviously at that
(without having to case their stu- round" of applause drowned out
age they are not politically aware
dent loans), A special, six-mile the few boos from the rear.
... and their attitude towadsme
"R(ace) Ipsa Loquitur" will be.
"lowe everything to America,
was that (I) was some kind ef-JUsorganized, the proceeds of which' every day." responded Liddy.
torical figure. I might just as well
. will go into the fund. Some of
The evening with Gordon
have been General Grant to
Mike's former professors have ex- Liddy began with a lackluster
them." Perhaps, the illusion is
pressed their willingness to assist speech on foreign policy and the
really sheeer ignorance.
us in finding private donors who state of' American
military
Liddy justified the Watergate
might be willing to match what we preparedness.
According
to
break-in by stating that it was
can raise on our own. And Dean Liddy, "The people of the United
Barron, currently engaged in the States of America share a dis- "merely an act of political
grueling-task of persuading alum- ability not experienced by those in espionage." According to LiddY:
G. Gordon Liddy has made a
ni to contribute towards the con- Europe, Asia or Africa and that is operations similar to Watergate tremendous contribution to the
of
the
George
occur all the time, even today. His . education
struction of the new Law Center,
we tend to live a,life of illusion. "
justification is strikingly similar Washington University student.
has generously offered his full coJudging from the questions
operation with our endeavor.
asked by students, Liddy may to the justification a child will The lesson he has taught is that
When we have exhausted these re- , very well be right.T G. Gordon
give when he/she has done history is not static. The illusions
wrong-"But,
surrounding Watergate must be
sources, a determination will be.. Liddy, the Nixon White House hit something
made concerning the possibility man, was treated as if he were mommy, Joes does it all the swept away. America cannot
afford to forget.
Continued on page 3
Henry Kissinger. The bulk of the time!"
"board
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Fund
C.ooley Memorial
.
by Ed Byrne

Mike Cootey died recently from
head injuries received when he
was assaulted on a Washington
street last summer. He was attacked after leaving a movie theater at about 12 a.m. His assailant
is presently awaiting trial.
Mike Cooley was' a close friend
and a source of inspiration to
many of us. Particularly was this
true in the Class of 1981 's Section
11 (his special gifts surfaced
quickly in the crucible that we all
knew as "First Year") and in the
Class of 1982 (whose entry into
the "crucible" was eased somewhat by the orientation Mike de.signed).
Generally,
though,
Mike's friendships defied categorical delineation on the basis of
class year and the first letter of
one's last name. Mike was someone on whom you could depend
for a good idea: legal theories,
current events, lifestyle improvements (from books to vitamins),
or entertainment possibilities (his
forte). His breadth of knowledge
was remarkable, as was his ability
to expand it. We'll not soon see
his like again and to commemorate Mike Cooley, there is a need
for one more '''good idea."
. We have delayed the creation of
, a memorial fund here at the National Law Center because Mike's
...~
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Liddy Receives. Warm
Welcome at Lisner.
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SBA Candidates:

editorial

(Gthy

SBA Election
.First year students will be electing representatives to the
Student Bar Association today. This is the first time One L's get
a -chance to become involved in the law school. First Year
students have a duty and an obligation to themselves and the law
school to, at least, vote in the elections.
.There is a strong tendency at the National Law Center to
alienate oneself from the school. Part-time work and clinical
programs tend to make .classes and school secondary. School
policy, however, can vitally affect every student's education.
.Even seemingly mundane issues can be very' important in
making the law student's life that much easier. Working' to
improve the student lounges and planning parties are significant
ways ip which the SBA can improve a soured disposition.
Student input is an essential part of every educational institution. The voice of the student is a necessary part of the
development of decisions such as tenure and curriculum policy.
Students must get involved in the process.
~
.First year students have a special obligation to themselves
because they must live with the policies of the school for the next
three years. Students who want to get involved are not limited to .
the SBA. Students can ask to be appointed to the faculty committees that have studem' representatives. Truly interested students
.can become involved in the various student organizations and
activities. For instance, the power of the press is a mighty sword.
. Apathy is our enemy.

Remembrance

•••
Editors note-For those students observant enough to notice the
date on the last issue, [apologize/or any confusion. The wrong
date appeared on the issue released Wednesday, September 17. A
corrected issue was reprinted the next day.

•

mitt ~~untn~
. Basement, Bacon Hall
21)00H Street, N. W.
Washington, D.C. i0052'
Tel. (~02).676~7325 '

a search for youth. If this may be
an added attraction, yippee.
I am running to resolve several
issues. I believe that:
1. Scheduling important classes
in the afternoon makes it difficult
for 2d and 3d year students to
obtain part-time employment. An
administration that praises ths:
location of its law school should
make it possible for students to
take advantage of it.

I

ton Zdro;eslci-Section 1,4
In discussing the reasons that I
feel I should be elected I find it
necessary to divide the question;
first, my reasons for wanting the
. position. Frankly, I think I can do
a good job. I am well aware of
Washington's benefits', and I feci
I could maximize our section's
use of these benefits.
This leads me to another part
of'
the
question-my
qualifications. I am, as a former
undergrad of G.W., personal
friends with a number of the
current 'leaders
of both the
Program Board and GWVSA. I
think I could help us obtain any

could help keep our first year a
help . either of these other
organizations might be able to little sooner by exploiting the
offer
us. _, I know of the above mentioned resources.
How? For starters how about a
possibilities,
again,
that
tour?
It's
cheap,
Washington has to offer. For walking
and fun. National
example, the discounts at the relaxing,
theatre has half-price tickets for
Kennedy Center and at National
Theatre. Additionaly, the city is twenty or more people, why not
full of cultural diversity that is try it? We stink in softball and
not evident in Foggy Bottom. the volleyball so why not try touch
Hill, Georgetown,
Friendship football? Finally why not just a
Hgts.; .Adams-Morgan,
Dupont few section, or first yea parties to
Circle etc. are all areas of the city blow off some steam? I'm willing
that are, 'available to us as to organizxe these, or any other
residents, but we render them suggestions, as well as, represent
inaccessible through ignornace. I your views in the SBA. I would
think as first year representative I appreciate your vote. Thanks.

I

organization,
making it more
responsive to our school's and
student's needs.
The Student Bar Association
has great potential from what i
understand, the SBA has just
begun, in the past few years, to
develop that potential. I hope to
continue and promote that trend.
Because I have developed
communications
and
organizational skills, and most
importantly, because I want to
actively represent your views in
the SBA, I feel I am a wise choice
for your representative.

As first year students electing a . sports information office.
Student
Bar
Association
-developed
the
pledge
representative, we all face the· program for a fraternity little
same problem. We don't know sister group,
increasing
our
the candidates well enough to responsibility and activism in the
acc ur ate ly
access
t-heir
fraternity.
.
qualifications. Therefore I would
During the summers, I have
like to briefly
state '" my _ organized golf tournaments in t~e
background and my 'attitude
southern tier of New York. Th1S
toward student government.
"past summer, I also organized a
I attend Penn State University, regional junior golf league coreceiving a B.S. in Business ordinating many local golf course
Manag~ment. In addition to my programs ..
academic pursuits there, I also:
And going back to the remote
-eo-ordinated
the yearbook
past, in high school I revamped
sports staff by promoting ef- the structure of student governfective communication with the J!1ent as president
of that

Utterly,Crass

heart than draw our attention to '
his purple tie or moth-eaten
orange: socks.
At least they Should confine
their
humor
to something
positive, such as a "best dressed"
contest, without its tacky and
thoughtless opposite.
I'm sure that some people will
roll their eyes in utter disbelief
that I can possibly fail to hang
loose and-appreciate the humor in
all this, but I stand by what I say.
. ed b
Leslie Okladek
J om
y:
Bill Leberman

"
' impressed with their own newDear Editor,
found professional -lives and
How utterly
crass!
I'm appearances?
referring to your article of Sept.
That the Advocate would lend
17, entitled, "The' Best and The support to such a superficial, and
Worst," that juvenile and in- not infrequently, insulting and
sensitive solicitation
by The hurtful dichotomization of people
Advocate'of nominations for the underscores a certain shallow and
best and worst-dressed teachers of immature,
although
prevalent
the year, which nominations
oyer-emphasis on outward .apoffered 'us the "chance to honor pearances here. Better they should
or dishonor"
'deserving'
bid us notice that someone is a
professors. the article invited good teacher or a good person at
("with delight") the submission
of actual
photographs
or
drawings, the winning ones of
which, presumably, would be
published in future iss~es. (God - Dear Editor:
.h
onl y knowsw heth er or not W1t
Your -September 17 interview
the Profs' permission!)
with Representative Barnes has
. I think it ill behooves a law just been brought to my attention.
school staff, which is supposed to M
exercize, if not aspire to, a certain
r. Barnes is quoted as sayina
degree of professionalism 'and that I told his aide that "you guys
integrit
'
it
bli hi
run a great constituent service
y 10 1 S pu 1S 109 operation." That is a totatl» falle
capacity, to make teachers and
"
their style of dress, the butt of a assertion! To the contrary, I have
been consistently critical of the
public joke" albeit an innocently
B
conceived one.
arnes record in this regard. In
I can't believe that the Ad- the early months of the Barnes
term I did try to impress on the
vocate would think it sufficiently
Barnes staff the importance of
hilarious to make anyone who
fails to conform to the haber- tradition
casework inof thepersonal
Gude-Steers
indasher's conventional image a volvement. But the Barnes emsource of entertainment for the
school
(see
drawing
ac- phasis has been aimhost entirely on
.,
show-boating, suc as going to
companying article, left.) Perhaps Mexico to "improv
I'
"

the D.C. Committee.
We've dealt with some wild
charges in this campaign. But this
one really should win the prize for
most audacity and inaccuracy.
Sincerely,
Howard A. Denis
State Senator
C·
Chai
ampaign
airman
Newton Steers for Congress
(Ed. note-Newton
Steers was
elected
to replace
retiring
C
ongressman Gilbert Gude (RMd) in the 8th Congressional
D' t . t'
AI
l d I,
9
IS TIC
In raarytana. n 1 78,
Congressman Steers lost his bid
for reelection to Congressman
Michael Barnes, Newton Steers is
I h
present y t e Republican nominee

the .• ~t.aff. ~~~_~. _t~~_t~_,s:~f_-. _~~t~~~_t~a~~ri~i.n.a!I;_

f~r:~e~~

Congressman

"

William H. Schladt
. EditoJ in Chief
David Danner
Managing Editor

"A first year rep," said Kimberly Bloodworth, "is like a
junior
high
home room
representative. '" Not the most
inspiring metaphor. Who wants
to be reminded
of those
humiliatin~ mornings When the
home room rep discussed student
council news to the tune of jeers,
sneers, whistles, and snores? I do.
I enjoyed those days.
My campaign, however, is not

KGtII, Patrick -Section 13

Past

Listening to G.W. students laud G. Gordon Liddy made me
think backto 1972 and the re-election of Richard Nixon. 'George
McGovern had set the rules for the Democratic Convention and
stole the nomination from Hubert Humphrey. Richard Nixon
orchestrated a television bonanza at the Republican Convention
in Miami. Somehow, it sounded all to familiar.
At election time, the Watergate break-in was local news. It did
not surprise me. I was a local. Having survived many a May Day
and Viet Nam war demonstration, I was well aware of that-which
the Nixon regime was capable.
I was shocked when a student said that America owes Gordon
Liddy a debt of gratitude. I was appalled when the audience
applauded. I was ashamed to be a G.W. student.

rGub-Section. 14

2. Locker assignments should
be made on a seniority basis, with
3d year students given a choice as
to their preferred choice.
3. We need more Xerox
machines in the library.
4. Talk about peanuts and
cracerkjacks may sound silly, but
sometimes we must look to the
mundane for our inspiration.
Vending machines- should offer
more varied selections! I have
already written to the man in
charge
of
the
machines,
requesting more alternatives.
- I am open to suggestions .

Richard Owens
Arts Editor

Staff: Bob Claude, Bob Gallop, George Maschmeyer, William
K. Meyers, Michael Morisi, Steve O'Brien, Ellen Reich,
Michael David Rips, Tom Rome, Bob Schlossberg, Scott
Smeal, Lou Zarfas
Contributors: Prof. John Banzhaf, Dean Jerome Barron, Kim
Bloodworth, Ed Byrne, Natarlin Best, Frankie Foster, Sharon
Isaac, Bruce Iden, Cheryl Mintz, Helene Pines, Sylvia Tognetti, Grace E. Venters
T'he opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the
Advocate Editorial Board, the National Law Center, or George
Washington University.
Entire contents copyright © 1980 the Advocate
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Page three

Faculty· Interested In Law Review
Continued from page 1
be removed from Law Review by
a 2/3 vote of the editorial board.
. The discussion then turned to
faculty participation and consultation with Law Review. Dean
Barron noted that some Law Reviews have a flat rule that all articles to be published have to be
read by a professor who specializes in the topic of the article.
This is used as a quality control
measure.
Professor Hambrick stated that
students will often consult with
professors during the topic development stage, but once the
note is drafted the student does
not wantto hear any more comments on the article. This kind of
consultation discourages faculty
from getting involved.
Professor Cibinic, on the other
hand, felt, "that it was inappropriate for a faculty member
to maintain any editorial control
over a note unless his name is
listed as co-author or collaborator." Prof. Cibinic further stated
that if a faculty member foundan
error he has an obligation to tell
the editorial board.
Professor Robinson then made
a motion that the Law Review in
conjunction with the Dean develop a production schedule and a
set of goals and time tables for the
Law Review.
After some faculty discussion
of the motion, Jeff Carp, a Topic
Editor for the Law Review, stated
that the proposal would be a
worthless effort. "Energy "should
be focused on quality."
Professor Stevenson said that if
the guidelines are addressed to
this year's board, they have already demonstrated their ability
to meet deadlines and there is no
need for the proposal. If the
guidelines are intended for future
editorial boards, deadlines are al-

ready set. The January issue
comes out in January and the
March issues comes out in March.
Associate Dean Potts thought
that the real problem with Law
Review is a lack of continuity.
Dean Potts feels that total autonomy afforded the Law Review
presents difficulties because continuity is impossible without a
faculty adviser. (The faculty
voted ten years ago to give the
Law Review total autonomy and
elected to dispense with the appointment of a faculty adviser on
the board.)
A number of faculty members
then defended the autonomy of
.the Law Review. Professor
Chandler: stated. that the publication schedule problem was the resuIt of switching to a new computer system not the autonomy of
the Law Review. Professor
Hambrick remarked that the lack
of consultation between faculty
and Law Review is a matter that
should be left to the editors to
solve. Most faculty seemed to
agree that Law Review should remain autonomous.
The motion proposed by Professor Robinson was soundly defeated by a vote of 21 to 3.
Professor Weston then expressed COncernover whether the
selection process for membership
on Law Review was adequate ..
Prof. Weston was disturbed by
the small number of night 'students that are admitted. .
Professor Seidelson noted that
the night student has a chronological disadvantage in applying
for membership. Night students
cannot be considered for membership on Law Review until after
their second year.
Mark Stilwell explained the
selection process for membership

Memorial Fund Created
Continued from page 1
of making a direct-man appeal to
all of the alumni of the National
Law Center.
The money thus raised will be
held in trust lIn'til a final decision
on its distribution has been made.
Currently, it is felt that a substantial portion of the total should go
towards the construction of the
new law school building(s). Income from the remaining portion
could be used to maintain an alcove in the new building dedicated

to Mike, and to the annual winners of the "Michael D. Cooley
Distinguished Advocacy Award."
The winner would be chosen from
among the four finalists in the
Upper
Class
Moot
Court
Competition by the judges who
hear the final argument.
It is hoped that all of Mike's
friends and acquaintances will
join in this effort to commemorate his remarkable spirit-so that
others may know how his Life
changed ours.

on the Law Review. The criteria is
a combination of scores on a writing contest plus course grades.
The writing
requirement
is
weighted 25Ofoand the grades are
weighted 75070.The writing sample is scored independently by
three different editors and the
separate scores are averaged.
Professor Cibinic suggested
that a committee of students and
faculty be formed to evaluate the
selection process. SBA President
Carlos Del Valle objected to the
formation of the committee stating that the Law Review had been
innovative enough to develop a
process of equalizing grade disparity in the selection process.
Carlos Del Valle felt that it would
be inconsistent with autonomy
for the faculty to invade this aspect of Law Review policy.
The faculty voted 17 to 7 in
favor of forming the committee.
Dean Barron then appointed
Professor Cibinic to be chairperson of the committee and
designated. the committee to include five faculty members, three
Law Review members, and two
members of the general student
body.
Clinical Projects
Committee
The faculty voted to abolish the
Faculty Clinical Projects Committee because the function of the
committee was no longer needed.
Professor Reitze,chairperson
of
the committee, stated that the
committee has not had any business for about three years. The
committee was originally formed
to oversee individualized clinicla
programs before the development
of the present extensive clinical
law programs.
ABA/AALS
Accreditation
The American Bar Association
in conjunction with the American
Association of Law Schools prepared a report for the re-accreditation process of the National
Law
Center.
The
ABA! AALS has asked the Dean
to keep this report confidential.
This means that the Student Bar
Association and The Advocate
have not been permitted to see the
report. According to Dean Barron, this policy is the result of a
libel action based on the disclosure of a report at another school.
The SBA did receive a three
page summary prepared by Professor Zenoff. According to Dean
Barron, the document is "on the
whole, quite a good report."

lltau's <!tnmtr .
by Dean Jerome a.rron

The fall at our law school, like that of many law schools, is
interview time. Lynn Hiner of the Placement Office has worked
hard to bring more and more employers, particularly law firms,
here each year. A number of placement issues arise that I think
are worth talking about. One of them is the following-what
should the role of the law school be when a law firm sets specific
academic criteria for those who it will interview? First, let me say
that when a law firm announces its intention to visit, we supply
the firm with the resumes of every student who indicates an
interest in seeing the firm. But frequently a firm will restrict its
on-campus interviews to people in the top ten percent of the cla~s
or the top twenty-five percent. Should the law school agree to this
or not? This is a very difficult problem. The law firms miss very
good people by imposing cut-offs. The acadeinic stren~th of our
students is extremely impressive. This year, the median grade'
point average for the entering students was 3.6 and the median
LSATwas 650. These are remarkable statistics and show how
, deep the strength of the class runs. Often there are .only very
slight statistical distinctions between people who are In the top
twenty-five percent as compared with the people in the top thirt~
percent or top forty percent of the class. When I talk to alumni
groups who complain that they cannot recruit as many students
from our school as they would like I tell them they should cast a
wider net to see how strong a particular class really is. haven't
got any takers, but I am still working on it.
I am getting old enough now to find former students among
the prospective employers who come to the law school and I am
somewhat amused when students I once had in class insist on
seeing only the top ten percent of the class. If I know these
former students well, as occassionally I do, I observe, "But you
weren't in the top ten percent of the class." This is usually
followed by the blush of unwelcome memory. Why don't the law
firms heed my counsel? (In fact" why don't people in general
heed my counsel?)
I suppose one answer is that the law firms feel they must have
some objective basis for providinga cut-off and that they simply
cannot interview everybody. Another point possibly is a prestige
factor. Firms, like other human enteprises, wish to grow in
stature. They often feel that their quality can be reckoned to
some degree in terms of how many high ranking young lawyers
they can get to join the firm. Finally, the large established multilawyer metropolitan firms, many of which are extremely attractive to the broad mass of our students, are quite convinced that
their practice is suited only to a small number of students in a .
class.
The basic question remains-what should the role of the law
scheo! be? I think that we have to face the fact that the law
school is operating in this area in a buyer's market. It is we, after
all, who wish employers to come here. There are many law
schools who seek their presence. It is only within the past decade
that an aggressive placement program has been built here at our
school. Firms come here now in .abundance where only a decade
/' ago this was not the case. We are, I think, rightly concerned that
if we are too rigid in the criteria we impose on employers they
will vote with their feet. There is another side to this as well. If a
firm is hiring a OW law graduate for the first time, that has a
spill-over effect. Even though the firm may insist on seeing only
the top students, once they do make a selection of one 0'£ our
students, that student is in a position to fly the OW banner m the
firm and to tell partners and associates that Joe and Jane Doaks
who may be in the middle of the class are nevertheless terrific. As
a result, recruitment opportunities expand rather than contract.
It seems tome that as long as the criteria that employers impose are solely academic ones, the law school has to be in a position of encouraging their presence here rather than of imposing
requirements upon them that may make our school appear less
attractive to them. I recognize that there is no administrative program sponsored by the law school which has greter importance
for students than the placement program. In order to encourage
more dialogue between the law students and our placement
service, Carlos Del Valle and I are presently working on the
formation of a committee which will work with the Placement
Director, Mrs. Hiner, and will be designed to bring the students,
the administration, and the placement office closer together. The
idea is that if a committee of thoughtful and responsible students
is available, the cause of the placement program will be advanced. In a short time, this new committee, consisting of three
students; Lynn Hiner, Director of Placement; and Teresa
Schwartz, our new Associate Dean for Student Relations, will'be
established. The three students on the Committee will be jointly
nominated by Carlos and myself. We hope that this new Committee will encourage more understanding about the placement
problems faced by our students' a'nd will also stimulate greater
understanding of the practical administrative problems faced by
the Placement Office.
~ J
co: '\ .. t
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Page four

"How Placement ·WorkS
By William K. Meyer
said. "The real world is dictating
The National Law Center's
who the firms see and who they
Placement Office has been the don't see, not Lynn Hiner."
object of much scorn over the
The interview process begins
years from students who feel it with students placing resumes in
doesn't do enough to help them in envelopes marked for the difthe intense competition for jobs.
ferent participating law firms ..
This year is no different, with the Hiner said she separates the
current focus of dissatisfaction or ' resumes by year and alphabetizes
the Placement Office's running of them, but insisted she does not
the On Campus
Interview
screen them. All of the resumes
Program.
are sent to the firms with a cover
The
interview
program,letter
listing the names of the
responsible
for the sudden
applicants, she said. The firm
proliferation of three piece suits then checks off the names of the
and hosiery at the law school, will students it wants to interview as
bring about 400 law firins to the well as the alternates. the list is
campus, according to Placement then posted in the first floor of
Director Lynn Hiner, who says Stockton Hall.
.
student scorn is misplaced.
Also, beginning last week,
"The process doesn't work for grade and class rank information
most students," she admitted,
listed on student resumes was
"but this is because the big firms being verified by the Placement
are always looking for the Office for accuracy. Hiner said
students with the top grades. this was accomplished
by
Look at the credentials of some of checking the large numbers of
these recruiters.
They are resumes submitted for one large
basically cloning themselves."
D.C. 'firm against information at
Hiner called student criticism the Record's Office. Any resume
or . her office "very unfair," found with serious diserepencies
saying it was a result of disap- will be pulled from the interview
pointment from the competition
process until the student comes
for interviews.
forth with a new, corrected
"First, they don't understand
version. "I don't want to be a
Lynn Hiner or this office," she part of sending ~esumes that are

Placement Office Under Rre
By William K. Meyer
The law school Placement
Director, Lynn Hiner, already the
object of considerable student
criticism for her running of the
Placement Office, is coming
under additional fire for canceling a student interview with a
Baltimore law firm because it
wasn't arranged through the On
Campus Interview Program.
The episode has fueled existing
dissatisfaction
among many
students who feel the Placement
Office is of limited value in helping them find summer and postgraduate jobs and sparked a move
within the Student Bar Association to investigate Hiner's office
and possibly call for her resignation.
Second year student Larry Platt .
had been encountering difficulty
getting interviews with firms
through the interview program,
including two Baltimore firms
where he had a special interest.
Platt decided to take a chance and
call the firms directly, explaining
his special interest in their work
and asking to be added to the
interview lists. The firms agreed
and Platt was able to be added to
the interview lists. The firms
agreed and Platt was able to interview with the first firm. But
Hiner, instead of congratulating.
Platt on his initiative, became
angry at Platt's circumvention of
her office and cancelled the
second interview. She also promised to do the same thing if Platt
tried to get any other on-campus
interviews without going through
her Program.
"He shouldn't have done that.
If we let him do it, we'd have to
let everyone do it," Hiner 'said.
"It's fine with me if he wants to
interview with the firm, but not
here. I have to be fair to the
students who go through the process." Hiner contended that if
~
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more students tried to get interviews after being initiaIIy rejected, the firms would stop coming to the campus altogether. "It
could potentially cause the end of
the program. "
Platt remains bewildered at the
turn of events. "When you think
about her (Hiner's) supposed purpose as a placement director, to
get people job interviews, it seems
ludicrous that she would cancel
mine," he said. "I don't think I
should be penalized for getting
myself an interview, especially
when the Placement Office itself
admits that the interview process
doesn't work for most students."
Platt added that he received no
support from other school officials in his efforts to keep the cancelled interview.
Platt's problem has spurred the
SBA into investigating Hiner's
running ofthe Placement Office,
according to Carlos Del Valle,
SBA president. Del Valle spoke
with 'Hiner and Dean Edward
Potts about the cancellation of
Platt's interview ,but
was not
satisfied with their response. He
said there were serious problems
with the lack of notice given Platt
about this new Placement Office
policy.
"It's unconscionable that he
should be penalized for taking the
initiative to get an interview. The
process at the Placement Office
shouldn't be so 'sacrosanct that
students can't try to get interviews
on their own," Del Valle commented, adding that the "biggest
complaint the SBA gets from
.students is the deficiencies in the
Placement Office."
At its October 9 meeting, Del
Valle said the SBA will discuss the
results of the preliminary investigation of Hiner's office and decide what action to take.

calls from employers fOllOWingup
Hiner's determination to stop
inaccurate," she said.
on a student application, Dean
on campus interviews secured
. One popular student complaint
Edward Potts has promised the
through
such
direct
student
about the Placement Office is its
SBA
a phone for the Hotline, Del
contact runs counter to the atreliance on large, "big name"
Valle said, adding he hopes to
titude
of
at
least
two
local
law
firms which select only a few
have the system operating by
students with top grades while the firm recruiters. Jennette Shady,
November.
recruitment
director
at
Hogan
vast majority of students are
Hiner conceded that her office
unable to interview at firms where and Hartson, said that while her
could be doing more to help
firm
likes
economy
of
the
On
they have a competitive chance.
students find jobs, but contended
Campus Interview Program, it
Hiner agreed that the process
she was trying some new apappreciates
direct
student
contact.
placed a great deal of emphasis on
proaches. The most recent move
"Personally,
I
prefer
it.
It
the more prestigious firms, but
has been the addition of a third
shows
a
bit
more
interest
in
our
argued that this ultimately works
firm when a student has to sit staff assistant, Jinny Cornell.
to the benefit of all the students
Cornell will be working to help
down and write a letter and
through the "trickle
down"
the non-law review students find
directly
contact
a
firm.
I
like
to
theory.
jobs on Capitol Hill, with
see that personalized touch,"
"That the bigger name firms
smaller, suburban law firms and
Shady,
a former
placement
come here is a sign of the prestige
anywhere a job is available, using
director
at
Cornell's
Graduate
of this' school. That benefits
National Law Center alumni as a
everyone, though I admit it is a School of Business, explained.
main source of information.
"If
a
resume
is
good,
we'll
ask
roundabout way of helping the
Hiner started at the law school
them (the placement office) to
other students," she said. Also,
as
the faculty secretary in 1964.
tack
it
on."
according to Hiner, the smaller,
She then moved in to what is now
Donna Ransom, secretary for
D.C. and suburban firms don't
Audrey Free's job and in 1972,
the recruiting partner at Cadhire summer associates or clerks
became the Placement Director.
through an interview process, so walader, Wickersham & Taft,
"I've learned on the job," she
agreed
that
firms
like
to
interview
they wouldn't. come to campus
promising students who take' the' said. "Every year it gets harder.
even if invited.
initiative to contact them cftrectly. In eight years, I've learned all the
Hiner also claims that the
"The chances aren't very good, , firm names, plus knowing all the
Placement Office doesn't keep
alumni since 1965."
though,"
she said. "We hardly
any statistics on the number of
Besides the On Campus Inever interview these 'la~a1s,' but
students who get jobs through the
terview
Program, Hiner conducts
if
it's
a
good
resume,'
they
(the
On Campus Interview Program
partners) will tack it on to the a workshop in November for
or other placement office serlist." Ransom added that it was students interested in public
vices, so it's difficult if not imnecessary to see these 'laterals' at interest law. Last year, she said,
possible to measure the success of
only 70 George Washington
the school, because "we hardly
the Program. Hiner explained
ever interview off campus."
students attended the affair,
that she considers such recordHiner said she wasn't aware of which was also open to other area
keeping a non-productive waste
this attitude toward direct student
law schools. Hiner expects about
of time and estimated that the top
100 public interest firms and
contacts on the part of firms. "It
third of each class will get jobs
to come to the
comes as a surprise to me," she associations
through the interview process.
campus this year, but notes that
Those students for whom the
said.
of budgeting
unTo help students with their because
process doesn't work face another
direct contacts with local em- certainties, most will be unable to
hurdle in trying to find .a job:
Hiner's disapproval of on campus
ployers,
the
Student
Bar make offers of future eminterviews
.arranged
through
Association (SBA) is planning to 'ployment. In the spring, the
direct student contact with law
initiate an "Employer Hotline"
Placement Office will concentrate
firms
coming
to
Geoge
that employers can use to respond
on getting students jobs through
to student inquiries about jobs.
the posting of job notices in the
Washington (see accompanying
SBA president Carlos Del Valle notebooks kept at the office.
story).
said the Hotline was necessary that's how most students will find
"If I find out who's doing it,
summer and post-graduate jobs,
I'll put a stop to it, fast," she because the Placement Office and
the Records Office refuse to take
Hiner said.
declared.

Prosecutor Clinic Is Underway
The Community Legal Clinic
(CLC) in conjunction with the
United States Attorney for the
District of Columbia has initiated
a new clinical internship program
for the 1980-81 academic year.
In late August, four third-year
students, Lise Lapidus, Sheila
Mooney, Carmen Ortiz and
David Smith, began training as
interns in the Misdemeanor
Division of the U.S. Attorney's
Office. The program, which is
designed as a full year internship,
demands a strong committment.
Each student will spend two days,
approximately 20 hours, per week
working
as an
assistant
prosecutor.
Over the next few months the
student prosecutors will gradually
gain exposure to and experience
in the numerous functions and
roles of a prosecutor practicing
before the D.C. Superior Court.
By December each student, who
will eventually have his/her own
case load, should have an opportunity to prosecute a case
before a jury.
As' with all students who
practice
under the Court's
Certification
Program,
the
student prosecutors must be
supervised during their court
appearances by an attorney. In

this instance the day to day
supervision
is provided
by
Assistant U.S. Attorneys.
Supplementing their work in
the. prosecutor's office, the four
students participate in a weekly
seminar. Under the direction of
Stephen Del Giudice, a new CLC
staff attorney, theseminar mixes
an intense review of Evidence,
Criminal Law and Procedure with
trial advocacy and practice skills
development
through
role
playing. The clinic's new video
equipment will prove especailly
helpful in the critique and
refinement
of· the student's
courtroom
demeanor
and
presentation.

While the U.S. Attorney's
Office considers this a trial year,
the CLC has every hope that this
learning
experience
will be
available to third year students
next year. Students who might
wish to participate in the program
next year are encouraged to
complete
Advanced
Criminal
Procedure in their second year.
Because the program is limited to
four interns, the clinic staff
anticipates
that the selection
process, which will begin in the
spring, will be very competitive.
Any second year student who
wants to know more about the
program is invited to visit the
CLC.

The Advocate
needs your help!
Meeting on Wednesday October 15

at 3.:15 or 8 p.m.
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G.W. Student Association Represents
by Bob Claude

The
G.W.U.
Student
Association is in the process of
establishing commuter carpooling
and child care services for the
students at the University, which.
includes students here at the Law
Center.
Established
in 1976, the
Student Association is recognized
by the University administration
as the main student voice on
campus.
It consists of an
executive
branch,
presently
headed by President Jon Katz,

and a 23-meinber Student Senate,
of which three are Law Center
students. The present Law Center
Senators are myself, Mike Tewell
and Dana Lessans.
This year, the Association has
started a computerized carpool
matching system for commuters.
The system will match you with
other students not only by the
area you live in, but also by the
time you commute in and out of
campus. If you are interested in
joining a carpool through this
system, you can fill out an ap-

plication at the ground floor of
the Marvin Center and send it in
to the address indicated on the
form, There is no charge for the
service.
. The Association is also working ".
to establish a. child care co-op to
care for the children of students,
faculty and administrators while
they are on campus. On October
17, we will sponsor a handicapped-awareness day called
Project Awareness.
In addition to these activities,
the Student Association is charged
with representing the.students'· on
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matters of University policy the financing of student services
before the administration and and student organizations, which
faculty. For instance, we are include the S.B.A.
attempting to assure that campus
These are only a -few of the
building and development truly activities the Association is inserves the interests of the students volved in. It exists to represent
of the University. The Studept law students as well as unAssociation has supported the dergraduates. Anyone who has
S.B.A. in its drive to obtain a new any complaints or suggestions
law
school
building.
The -concerning the University should
Association has also set up a contact any of the Law Center
committee
to oversee
the Senators or any other officer of
University budget-process. This is the Association at its office in
in addition to the Association's
Marvin Center Room 424 or at its
responsibility in allocating the telephone numberof 676-7100.
163;000 dollars entrusted to it for

InforlDation .Center Opens Door
by Bruce Iden and
Cheryl Mintz

The newly organized Student
Information Center opens this
week to serve law student's informational, morale, and referral
needs. The Center is staffed by
peer advisors who are upper class
persons who are fmiliar with the
trails and tribulations of the law
school experience.
The peer advisors have attended training sessions to learn
to sharpen their communication!

listening, and empathy skills. The
Center has assembled. many
resources to" help solve fhe types
of problems and questions that
often come up in the course of
'one's legal' education. In addition, the Center has established
contacts with various members of
the faculty and staff, as well as
the Dean's office to help facilitate
problem solvingand effective
referrals.vlf there is an answer to
your question or a solution to
your problem, the Student In-

Van Vleck Moot' Court

Wrap Up

As an incentive for students of coining of the bronze medallions
the National Law Center to parti- which are presented to the winncipate in the Van Vleck Moot
ers. On the occasion of the first
/ Court "Competition, Dr. Jacob
coining of the medallions,' Dr.
Burns, LL.B. '24, LL.D. '70 Burns was presented a certificate
(Hon.),
established the Jacob
which read, "First coining of the
Burns Van Vleck Moot Court
medallion to be awarded annually
Award. This award consists of a to each law student on the winnprize money check for one hunding team in the Van Vleck Moot
red dollars to each team member
Court Competition and proudly
of the winning argument in the fi- designated by the National Law
nal Upper Class Competition
Center of the George Washington
each year. In addition, each winn- University-as the Jacob Burns
ing team member receives a. . Van Vleck Moot Court Award,
bronze medallion desk piece honoring a trustee of the Univerappropriately engraved to comsity whose lifetime of' broad,
meorate the event.
vision philanthropy has contributed significantly to the exWinning team members have
panding boundaries of know-.
received this- award eacy year
ledge. May 26,1974."
since its establishment in 1974.
Dr. Burns attended the' Van
The one hundred dollar checks
Vleck Moot Court Competition
are presented to the winning team
the first year the award was made.
members as soon after the final
He was present at the University
competition as the checks can be and . personally presented the
processed. The medallions are
checks to the winners of the last
usually presented to the winning years' competition, Ellen M.
team members at the banquet Mahon and Mark S. Laufman.
honoring those who served as
Dr. Burns has said that he hopes
judges for the Moot Court Comthat this award will encourage
petition.
more students to participate in the
Dr. Burns generously provided Van Vleck Moot Court Competithe money for making the cash tion and to prepare better briefs
prize awards each year and for the and more effectiv~ arguments,
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Continued from page 12

The new law permits the trial
court to rule on .certain questions
of admissibility before the
'evidence is introduced -in open
court.
Congress has also passed a new
law liberalizing the circumstances
under which attorney fees may be
awarded to a party in litigation
involving the United States.
Under the current "American
rule" a party is generally responsible for its own fees, and costs,
subject to common law and statutory exceptions.
Prompted by the concern that
parties choose not to vindicate
their rights because of high
litigation costs, the new law
establishes a general statutory
exception for an award of fees
against. the Government unless
the Government action was "substantially justified or special
circumstances would make an
award unjust."

The measure received stiff
opposition
froin civil rights
groups, however, who were particularly concerned that the bill as
drafted would apply to publishing
information from unclassified as
well as classified sources, and
could be used against,
for
example, a newspaper which iden-'
tified an FBI informant in the
Communist Party, U.S.A.
Other
Issues Congress
has
passed legislation setting forth
specific pretrial, trial, and appellate procedures to be followed
in criminal
cases involving
national security. ,
The problem has arisen in these
so-called "graymail" cases where
defense counsel presses for release
of classified information
to/
pressure the Government with a
"disclose or dismiss" dilemma.
Examples include the dismissal of
charges against ITT and the plea
.bargain struck with Richard ,
Helms, former CIA·director.
:
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STUDENTS-Improve your
grades!

111e,.

TYPESETTING AND PRINTING
OHice Hours 1'1:00 • 4:00
For More Information.

Send $1.00 for your
306-page, research paper
catalog. All academic
subjects.

,

RESUME

Dial RES • UMES
737·8637

Center will help you
On October 13th, the SBA will in an appropriate area (to be anfindiL
unveil a new program designed to nounced). Of course, as with
The Student
Information
/ benefit those students who are other SBA services, if the Hotline
Center is student-organized,
searching (or 'part-time employ- is to be successful, we need volunstudent-run, and it is gear.ed to th~
ment for this year. Because theteers. In order to participate in
students at The National Law
Placement Office' and Records the program, a student must
Center. Anything discussed at the
cannot handle a large number of contribute -one hour a week to
Center is strictly confidential. TIre . messages for students, the SBA manning the telephone in Bacon
Student Information Center is
will initiate an "Employer Hot- i Hall. If interested in participating
open on Tuesday from 1 to 7 and
line;'. The 'iHotiine" will be in the "Employer Hotline" proon Thursday from 2 to 7. It's
staffed by student volunteers for gram, please sign up in the SBA
located in the SBA office on the . a designated amount of time office (301~C) Bacon Hall by
third floor of Bacon Hall.-Please
every day. Employers will be able October 10th.
.
stopby,
.to call and leave .messages for
Kimberly Bloodworth
students. The student volunteer
Vice-Pres. SBA
will ~ke the message, and post in_------------.
tormanon

.

"See us for all your
travel needs"

MARVIN
CENTER
659-2968

Collegiate Research

P.o. Box 25097H
Los Angeles, Ca. 90025
.

::-----------'I

;1 Enclosed is $1.00.
'I Please rush the catalog.
.1 Name

:1 Address
,I

City

:I

State

_
_

Zip

I

I
1

L. A. W.
Survey
Ellen Reich
Many ideas and varying preferences emerged from the organizational meeting of the Law
Association for Women on September 30th. In order to make
some initial decisions and realize
some of these ideas a better estimate of student interest would be
helpful. Please note below what
interests .you, ranking your
choices if possible. If you are willing to work on a task force, please
add your name and telephone
number. You are not absolutely
committing yourself, but the
information would be helpful!
Whether or not you attended
the first meeting, all interested
students are requested to drop the
form in the L.A.W. mailbox in
the S.B.A. office (third floor
Bacon).
__
Speaker(s)/Panel
__
Contrasting the varieties
of legal experience (corporate,
.government, public interest, etc.]'
__
Female Assertiveness
_____
Particular Speaker
______
Particular Issue
__
Social Gatherings/Informal
Discussions/Support
Group
__ ' Task Force(s)
__
Univeristy Day-Care
_._ Improved Gynocological
Health Care
___
---,Other
__
Movies
Other
comments
and
suggestions:
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FIRST
YEAR
SUBJECT

AREAS
SECOND
YEAR
SUBJECT

AREAS

coal, gas oil and almost every
other known mineral, all of which
have been "discovered" in the
Black Hills area. Massive energy
development, high-levels of radia- I
tion and chemical contamination
in reservation water and land, a
high rate .of miscarriages, forced
sterilization, disease, inadequate
health care, high infant mortality
rate, the lowest life expectancy,
the welfare system, lie about
portion of Nevada to the Western
Indian history and _much' more
Shoshones. This is also the land
have substituted the U.S. cavalry.
where the U.S. Air Force wishes
On July 18th, 1980 a lawsuit
to construct an MX missile site.
was filed on behalf of -the Oglala
As students we have a responsiLakota which seeks restoration of
bility to learn the true history of
the Black Hills to the Oglala
this country and the nature of our
People. It also seeks $1 billion in government. We have a responsidamages for "hunger, malnutribility as American citizens to
tion disease and death" as well as
pressure our government
to
10 billion for the loss of nonrecognize and meet with the tradirenewable resources,
tional governments of Indian
According to information in
People to negotiate the terms of
the American Indian Journal
the treaties. We could be the next
_ (Jan. 1978), in 1974 the White
Indians:
. House acknowledged in a- letter
"To observe Oct. 12, the day of
that "the 1868 Treaty is still a
so called
"discovery"
of
valid and legal document with its
America, as an International Day
- obligation still in force ... except
of Solidarity with Indigenous
insofar as any of them have been
Peoples of the Americas;" was
changed by the Congress, by' the
part of a resolution passed in 1977
.parties, satisfied by litigation or
at an International Non-Governexpired." Notations substantiating
mental Organizations conference
these changes were not provided- ,
on Discrimination against Indige_ Also in June 1975 the initial draft
nous Populations- in the Americas
of a .report issued by an Interior
held. in ·Geneva Switzerland. In
Department special Investigation
the week following Columbus
team on Pine Ridge stated; "The
Dayan educatiorial event is being
issue of treaty 'r-ights must De
planned here at the University by
addressed. The emotional state
Students for a' Non-Nuclear Fusurrounding this issue demands
ture
in conjunction
, that it
addressed. It holds some
with the GW National Lawyers
answers." That language was reGuild and Program on Wed. Oct.
moved from the draft report be15, at 8 pm in the Marvin Center
- fore it was released and replaced '
cafeteria ..
-with, "The treaty issues must be '
removed from their current place The program will include one of
the staff attorneys from the
as a hindrance to 'productive
Indian Law Resource Center,
action."
The 1868 Ft. Laramie Treaty is Tony Fasthorse and ot Tom Cook
one of many. Another brief ex- from the Lakota Nation and
ample is the 1863 treaty of Ruby native, music of the Andes
Valley which guarantees a large mountainswith Rumi Sonko.

national Indian Treaty Council.
required amount of signatures.
The 1868 Ft. Laramie Treaty was
"The Black Hifls are mine and
selected as a precedent setting
I want them back, today". These
treaty.
were the words of Chief Frank
This treaty was signed between Fools Crow of the Oglala Lakota
the Lakota (Sioux), Northern
Nation as translated by Mathew
Cheyenne Arapahoe and the U.S. KIng at the Black Hills Intergovernment after' it lost several national Survival Gathering last
battles. According to the' Lakota' July, KiRg went on to say that the
it is a sacred agreement which is ' U.S. Government wants to paY..
suppose to guarantee their land- them 117 million dollars in an
base as well as their cultural
attempt to legalize the theft of the
spiritual and pOlitical identity. It 'hills and wondered .where they
was signed as equals on a were going to get it. "The U.S.
sovereign basis. Article twelve of treasury? Forget it. That's my
the treaty states that no future money...
The Black Hills are '
land cessions would be made not for sale" .
without signatures of ~ uf the
The discovery of the land and
adult male members of each tribe. the subsequent discovery of gold
The U.S. has never obtained the have been replaced by uranium,

by Sylvia Tognetti
,
According to international law
which, prevailed in the years
following Columbus's arrival on
western shores, the "doctrine of
discovery" merely gave the discovering nation the' right to
acquire land from the -Indians. It
did not confer absolute ownership
as the United States appears to believe. Treaties were negotiated
which article VI of the U.S.
Constitution declares to be the
•'supreme law of the land". Not,
one has been honored.
In 1974, 40()0 people from 97~
different Indian Nations of North
and South America 'gathered in
South Dakota to form, an Inter-
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PhiD~lta Phi News
Phi Delta Phi has been quite' paigns", and Robinson Everett
busy these last few- weeks. The Chief Judge of the U.S. Court of
secondweek of classes. we hosted ¥ilitary Appeals will address the
a well-attended Wine and Cheese Members on the October 8th at
reception "for all members and 8:00p.m.'
those students interested in joinThis past weekend, Phi Delta ing Phi Delta .Phi. An organiza- _-Phi : magister Debbie Weingard
tional, meetirig followed in the represented Marshall Inn at the '
next week. Initiation was held on Phi Delta Phi regional conference
Sept. 26 in the, Piano Lounge of
in Williamsburg, VA. She met
Strong Hall at 8:00 p.m. Judge
with other Phi ~lta Phi magisBruce Mencher presided over the ters from our region, which incereIJi?ny. He was assisted in the cl';ldes such schools as George
benching by Profs. Sharpe and
Mason, American, Georgetown
Merrifield, Curt Grossman and
Virginia, Delaware, William and
Debbie Weingard, magistrar, of Mary, and Penn. The activities
Marshall Inn. The esquire at the for Phi Delta Phi have not ended.
initiation was Ronald Wisla.
Lectures and social events are
Now, on the academic' side: planned throughout the year. In- Prof. Guido spoke to the mem- terested? Come check us out at
bers on'Sept, 29th at 4:00 p.m, on one of our many functions.
the topic of "Financing of In.
dependent
Presidential
C _
Kimberly Bloo~wo~th
am
Historian

TYPING
. Spelling and Punctuation Corrected '
"
Resume Development
'
~ Harvard Blue Book
'

"THE ABiliTY GROUP
2025 "I" S~reet, N.W., Suite 810
Student Rates
659-7676

by Natarlin Best
Frankie Foster
Sharon Isaac

Wilmington ·,0 Appeal Decision

This week the Fourth Circuit
Court of Appeals in Richmond.
Virginia will .be hearing. oral
arguments on overturning the
convictions
of remaLn'ing'
defendants of the Wilmington 10.
Ben Chavisv. North Carolina will
be heard at 9 am on October 9.
1980, in Richmond. This could
mark the end of a decade of
injustice meted out by the state
courts of North Carolina as well
as the United States Supreme
Court. It could' also mark the
continuation of persecution of
these brothers
whose
only
"crime" has been to fight racism
and political repression. As f'hure
attorneys we owe a commitment
to demand an unbiased system of
justice in-this country .. We can
begm
' to combat this injustice by
attending the oral arguments onOctober 9.1980.
"
.
Background
Let us begin by saying. the
situation in North Carolina-is not
atypical; rather. it is indicative of
the violence that can and has
resulted from anti-black sentiment which has been prevalent
in the United States.

,
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Rev: Ben Chavis was with the The police chief said the killing
United Church of Christ Com- was justified.
mission on Racial Justice when he
A year later. March. 1972. Rev.
received a call from ·Rev. Tern': Chavis and the others were inpleton asking for his assistance in dieted on charges of arson.
mediating a tense racial situation
conspiracy to assault emergency'
inWilmington.whicharosefrom
personnel.
'and
criminal
desegregation of the city's high
responsibility for the' damage
schools.
The
pattern
of
resulting from the aforemendesegregation in Wilmington was' -tioned attacks.
typical-a complete merger of the
In, June. .972. a jury was
Black high school into the white' selected for the trial which
high school. Police violence .consisted of 10 Blacks and 2
against Black students errupted.
whites. The judge declared "a
Students attempted negotiations ,. mistrial because the prosecutor
.with the school board after they
became "ill."
In September.
were denied the opportunity to
Blacks were systematically exhonor Martin Luther King. Jr.'s
eluded and whites included
birthday, They requested more
despite Klu Klux Klan afBlack teachers. a Black studies
filiations.
This jury, ,'which
'program and an end to the racial
convicted them. was made up of
violence . The Bo ar d .consis
. t en tl Y 10 whites and
-, 2 Blacks. The ten
refused to -cooperate:
Students
were sentenced to various terms
boycotted the school to bring
ranging from 10 to 34 years. They
national attention to their plight
were recused a new trial by the
and effectuate a remedy. Instead. -North Carolina Court of Apthere was an upsurge in-violence
peals.
against the Black community
This grosS- miscarriage
of
including arson. repeated attacks. justice carne to the pubHc eye
on the church used as the _ when people began, on a national
students' headquarters. and the and international level. to protest
murder of a young black man.' the convictions of the 10.

In 1975. the United States 'movement. The sentences were
Supreme refused. to hear the reduced making them eligible for
appeal in spite of the attention
parole.
Shortly
.thereafter
generated. In 1976, the 10 began everyone but Rev. Chavis was
, serving their prison terms.
paroled. All are presently on
In 1977. the prosecution's case parole including Chavis, the last.
fell apart. Key witnesses admitted
'But Parole Is Not A Pardon
that they perjured themselves
"The ten remain convicted felons
because of gov't pressure. New from
a trial
which
had
witnesses who were with" Rev. questionable procedures. In the
Chavis and some of the others at 1979 hearing on their appeal ...the
the time of the alleged crime have U.S. Department of Justice filed
'now come forward.
•
an amicus curiae brief saying the
The movement to free the ten rights of the ten were trampled
had now taken on' a new on. Convicted felons cannot vote
-d imension .
Amnesty
in- nor- hold public office. As
ternational listed the conviction parolees. the ten are restrained in
and incarceration of the ten as their freedom of movement.
one of 100 human
rights
It is clear that the ten deserve to
violations by the United States. be free of the possibility of being
The National Alliance Against returned to' jail. Further. Ben
Racist ana Political Repression Chavis must be free of the murder
gathered half-a-million signatures . charge which is still open though
on petitions asking President he 'was .not prosecuted ori this
Carter to use his influence to free charge earlier.
the ten. Various leaders have
Concerned students cancontact
spoken.
Major
publications
~he BA~SA offic~ for f~rther
editorialized for the ten.' A .!nformatlon regarding the history
motion fora new trial was again . of the case. Stud~nts are also
denied.
- encouraged' to w?te Governor
In i978. Governor Hunt was Hunt ~nd President
Carter
compelled to act because of the' demanding that the ten be granted
't&emendous power gained by the; full pardons.

New- York Ballet.Play~ Washi~gton
by Richard Owens
The New York City Ballet will
open its eighth engagement at the
John F. Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts on Wednesday,
October 8 and will continue per.
f ormances"1unti Sun d ay evemng,
October 19.-Thecompanycomes.tousfrom
~ew York after returnmg fro~ a
five-week European tour which
included stops in Denmark and
West Berhn.
.
. The. engagement WIll feature
sixteen ballets. twelve by George,
B.alanchine. two by Jerome R~bbins, and two' by New York CIty'
Balle~ Principal .Dance~ Peter
Martins, There WIll be SIX Kennedy Center premieres: .Balanchine's 1928 work APOLLO. plus
two of his most recent ballets for
the ~ompany-Robert
Schumann s DAVIDSBUNDLERTAN Z'E (
and
WALPURGISNA~~T
BALLET; Jerome Robbins SUITE OF
DANCES; Peter Martin's EIGH!
EASY PIECES. and the Amencan premiere of his ~IL~E
SUITE. which had,its premiere 10
Copenhagen in August.
.
Opening night, October 8, ~JlI
feature one of the New York CIty
Ballet's more popular programs:
Balanchine's
adaptation
of
SWAN LAKE; his FlREBIRD
with sets and costumes by Marc
Chagall;
Jerome
Robbins'
AFTERNOON OF A FAUN: an.d
as a finale.
Baianchme s
WESTERN SYMPHONY.
A special all-StravinskY program is planned for Saturday
evening. Oeto}>er 11. DlVERTIMENTO FROM "LE BAlSER
DE LA FEE". EIGHT EASY
PIECES. APOLLO AND FIRE·
BIRD will be performed.
The New York City Ballet Orchestra will be under the direction
of Robert
Irving. P~incipal
Conductor and Musical Director.
and Hugo Fiorato. Associate
Conductor.
Gordon Boelzner.
Jerry Zimmerman. and' Richard
Moredock will be solo pianists.

PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE
SUITE OF DANCES (RobSunday, October 19, 1:30p.m.
Wednesday October 8
bins/Bernstein)
SUITE OF DANCES
BRAHMS-SCHOENBERG
SWAN
'LAKE
(BalanDAVIDSBUNDLERTANZE
DAVIDSBUNDLERTANZE
QUARTET
..
1 hi /Sch
)
chme/Tchalkovsky).
(Baanc me
umann
BRAHMS,-SCHOE,NBERG
CONCERTO BAROCCO
FIR~BIRD
.(Balanchme •...: RobThursday. October 16, 8:00p.m.
QUARTET
SUITE OF DANCES
bins/Stravinsky)
./lVERTIMENTO
Saturday, October 18•.2:00p.m.
CORTEGE HONGROIS
AFTERNOON
OF A FAUN
APOLLO
JEWELS
Sunday, October 19, 7:30p.m.
(Robbins/Debussy)
WALPURGISN.tJ,CHT BALLET
Saturday, October 18, 8:00p.m.
JEWELS
WESTERN
SYMPHONY
(Ba/anchine/Gounod)
PAX DE DEUX (To be an(Balanchine/HershyKay)
CORTEGE
HONGROIS
nounced)
_
For tickets. call the Opera
Thursday, October 9, 8:00p.m.
(Ba/anchine/G/azounov)
WALPURGISNACHj" BALLET House box office at 2$4-3770. For
Same Program
.
Friday, October 17, 8:00p.m.
DA VIDSBUNDLERTANZE
more information. call Hariot
Friday, October 10, ~:OOp.m.
CONCERTO aAROCCO
."CORTEGE HONGROIS
Stem or Cherryl Holt at 254-3696.
DIVERTIMENTO (BAlSER DE
LA FEE) (Balanchine/Stra-.
vinsky)
.'
..
EIGHT EASY PIECES (Martins/Stravinsky) __
LILLE SUITE (Martins/Carl
Nielson)
.
SYMPHONY
IN C (Balanchine/Bizet)
__
Saturday. October 11, 2:00p.m.
LILLESUITE
'.
,
-i\FTERNOON OF A-FAUN
APOLLO
(Balanchine/Stravinsky) .
SYMPHONY
IN C (Balanchine/Faure) .
Carry Out Shoppe
Saturday. October 11, 8:00p.m.
ALL STRAVINSKY PROGRAM
825 20th SI. N.W, .
DIVERTIMENTO
(20th at Penn. Ave.)
EIGHT EASY PIECES
296-0620
APOLLO'
FlREBIRD
Sunday. October ,12, 1:30jJ.m.
SWAN LAKE
APOLLO
.
WESTERN SYMPHONY
Fre.h Tarkey Sandwiches
Sunday, October 12, 7:3Qp~m.
Rout Beef &: "Baked'Ham Cut to Order
Sunday, October 12, 7:)Op.m.
Delicioa. Lancheon' Specials .
DIVERTIMENTO
'.
Oar
Famoa. Salad. &: Diet Dishes
.EIGHT EASY PIECES
..
. -.Colamho Frozen Yogurt
.
blLLE SUITE
....
SYMPHONY IN C (Bizet)
.Gyro. &: Soavlaki
TueSday, October 14. 8:00p.m.
WatergatePa.tri~.
ALL BALANCHINE
PROFre •• Frait.
GRAM
.
JEWELS
(Music by Faur.e.
And Mach Mach
~ Morelli
Stravinsky. Tchaikovsky)
Washingtonian Magazine says about Lunch Box ham sandwiches ...
Wednesday. OJ:tober15.
8:00
p.m.
.
.
"Thick cut to order siices ... a cul above usual lunchtime fare"
BRAHMS-SCHOENBERG
QUA R T E T
(B a Ian. New York Times says ...
chine/Brahms-Schoenberg)
"The Lunch Boxes provide wide variety and dependable freshness" ...
CONCERTO BAROCCO (Balanchine/Bach)
'--~------....-,-.-.-.~.~."",
c-r-
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Black Caucus Legislative Weekend
,by Grace E. Venters
Mitchell - (Maryland), Charles
The Congressional Black Cau- Rangel - (New York), Julian
cus held its Tenth Annual Legisla- Dixon
(California),
Louis
tive Weekend to commemorate its Stokes - (Ohio), Shirley Chisholm
'tenth anniversary on September - (New York), Bennett Stewart _
26th-28th. The Black Caucus, (Illinois), Ronald Dellums
which now consists of 16 mem- (California),
William Clay
bers of the United States Con- (Missouri), Walter 'Fauntroy _
gress, was first organized in 1969 (D.C.), John Conyers _ (Michito "promote the public welfare by gan), Harold Ford _ (Tennessee),
developing, .Introducing,
and William Gray III _ (Pennsylpassing progressive legislation de- vania), and Augustus Hawkins _
signed to meet the needs of mil- (California), has legislative initialions of neglected citizens." In tives which include: full employ1971, it officially begaIr to bea ment, voting rights, minority
legislative advocate and effective enterprise, • economic developcatalyst for the economic, educa- ment, equal' education opportional, and.' social concerns of tunity, and international affairs.
Blacks and 'other underrepre-'
The theme of the weekend was
sented Americans by establishing "A Salute to the Black Family".
cooperative relationships with The weekend of events comother groups and organizations menced with a day of workshops
with similar' concerns.
and hearings centered around this
Over the past ten years, the theme. The workshops were- led
Caucus has led the battle in the by Black leaders, other prominent
House of Representatives for Blacks, students, and other Black
human
rights,
social
and citizensfromall over the country.
economic justice, equality, and Topics discussed in the various
adequate
representation
for' workshops were: health, housing,
Blacks and other minorities in this aging, . international
affairs,
country.' 1.:he··present Caucus, minority business development,
which consists of Chairperson science and technology, criminal
Cardiss Collins
Hllinois), , .justice, Blacks 'in the corporate
Mickey Leland - (Texas), Melvin structure,
communications,
Evans - (Virgin Islands), Parren education, energy', full employ-

ment, voter participation, and
youth. The workshops were highly
attended and sparked a great deal
of .discussion and ideas. After the
workshops, a splash party was
held at the Harambee 'House, a
Blackowned hotel and social and
cultural center. .Friday's events
closed with a legislative reception
held at the Rayburn Building, a
reception at the Kennedy Center,
and a concert at the Kennedy
Center featuring singers Roberta
Flack and Peabo Bryson.
Saturday's events started with
an awards breakfast sponsored by
the National Hook-up of Black
Women, Inc. This organization
consists of. Black Women who
represent and belong to various
other organizations but who have
all "hooked up" and united for
one common purpose: to assist in
the ongoing Black Struggle as one
solid cohesive bloc. At the awards
breakfast, - prominent
Black
women who had made distinguished contributions to the Black
community during the past year
were honored. The highlight of
the breakfast was the keynote
address given by Lenora T. 'Cartwright, a Black woman, who is
the Commissioner of the third

largest city agency in Chicago, the BALSA are currently awaiting
Department of Human Services. admission into the program.
In addition, the Reverend Jesse
The weekend's events culJackson, Director and Founder of minated with a formal dinner
People United to Save Humanity,
honoring Blacks who have contrimade a surprise visit to the break- buted endlessly to the Black
fast. Struggle. This was followed by a
The breakfast was followed by disco. A closing Ecumenical
"a fabulous fashion show spon- Service was held on Sunday
sored by the spouses of members morning to mark the end of the
of the Caucus. The fashion show Tenth Annual Legislative Weekwas one of the most highly at- end. The weekend proved to be a
tended affairs of this.nature in the great success as thousands of con- D.C. area with an attendance of cerned and dedicated Blacks and
over 3000 people. The proceeds of others from across the country
the fashion show go to the Con- convened on D.C. to discuss
gressional Black Caucus Gradum~jor issues facing Blacks and
ate Internship Program. This pro- poor people and to develop the
gram allows students to do an national legislative support netinternship,
either during the work for the sixteen members of
summer or academic year, with the, Caucus. In addition, the
the Caucus. These students serve weekend raised funds to support
as staff to various congressional . the vital and necessary activities
committees
especially
those
of the Caucus. The net proceeds
committees on which a Caucus
of the weekend 'go toward activimember has a seat. The students
ties sponsored by the Congresreceive a SI000.00 stipend per, sional Black Caucus, Inc. .
month while in the program and
Overall,
the people who
can receive 'school credit' hours.
gathered for the. weekend left with
Students of' the National Law
new hopes and ideas for the fu.Center have participated in this
ture of Blacks across -the country.
program in "the past, Presently,
We salute the' Congressional
Clarence Norman, a second year
Black Caucus for a job well done
student, is a, participant in the
and congratulate it on its tenth
program.
Other members of
anniversary.

Medea • A Tragic Performance
by Helen~ Pines
The Studio Theater, in itsnew '
home on Church off Fourteenth'
Street, proudly bills itself as the
first "area
theater directed,
produced, plotted and performed
by Washingtonians." If Medea,
its first play of the 1980-81 season, is any indication of what
Washingtonians are capable of
fabricating in the milieu of the
stage, I'll stick with the imports.
The Studio 'Theater is an outgrowth of a single acting class
established by actress-director
Joy Zinoman in 1975. This lone
course spawned not only the'
Studio Theater, but also the Joy I
Zinoman
Acting
Studio, I
respected in the District arts'
community for its professional
integrity and standards.
Euripedes' Medea is a tragedy
inspired by the folklore surrounding the legend of Jason, of

Golden Fleece fame, and Medea,
his wife whom he loves no longer.
Jason plans 'to marry a princess,
and in the tradition of all women
for whom the aphorism "hell
hath no fury like a woman
scorned," was originally written,
Medea plots to revenge her loss of
consortium. This tale culminates
with Medea's gruesome slaughter
of her two beautiful young sons.
Should the story-line appeal, as
it did not for myself, the 'production, unfortunately
falters in'
myriad aspects. The primary
problem seems to be the vocal
quality of the majority of the
characters,
most profoundly,
Medea, as played by Mikel Lambert, and Medea's nurse, portrayed by Nancy Paris. Their
delivery is too sing-song, their
modulation is too uneven, both
resulting in an air of overworked

Bot WooJw~J
Will Speak at the Marvin C~nter
on October 13 at 8 p.m.
sponsored by -the SBA
r-'
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HAIRSTYLIST FOR MEN & WOMEN

Special
We'll Do Any Style Cut For
Male or f~emale Student
For $10 With This Coupon Long Hair Extra
PLEASE CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
337-2800 or 337-2801

Free Parking
1054 • 31st Street NW

J~

GeorgerownlWashmgron,DC
CANAL SQUARE BUILDING

contrivance and lack of professionalism. In all fairness to
Ms. Lambert, there are places
where her years of acting experience are recognizable,
most
notably when she speaks softly
and utilizes her watery, expressive
eyes.
Overall, the acting, lighting,

and generally uncreative directing
combined to make Medea a
totally lackluster performance of
small value. Unless you truly
crave Greek drama, you can skip
this one and not feel'guilty that in
your pursuit of a legal education
you are sacrificing the niceties of
a well-rounded, culturally avant-

garde existence. If you decide to
go, beware of the audience, many
of whom seem to be die-hard
Greek tragedy afficcionados.
Near the end of the play, I mistakenly picked up the playbill of
the woman sitting next to me and
she appeared ready to knife meMedea style.

,

EVERY A VA,ILABLE AID
FOR TH'E LAW STUDENT
GILBERTS - COIFS
SUM & SUBSTANQE
.
LEGALINES
SMITH REVIEWS - NUTSHELLS
CASE NOTES - AMERICAN LEGAL
CASE DIGESTS
EMANUELS - HORNBOOKS
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Joking, Jugglers

The Best & The Worst

Those interested in having their funny bone tickled should
contact the Karmazov Brothers in ,the Old Vat Room at th
Arena Stage. For an evening of rib aching fun, the Karamazo~
Brothers are well worth the two dollar ticket.
Don't expect to be enchanted by melodious drama. You won't
find it here. You will be delighted by precision juggling and some
bawdy songs.
,
One brother will tell you the story of how he was able to
aggregate his fecal matter. Another brother will tell you that the
eighth .anci,~nt rule of goo? drama is "When Euripedes,
Eumemdes. One brother claims to be able to juggle any three
items from the audience. So, bring something tough.
The whole show works up to a climatic finish that is sure to
please. But-watch out-if you sit in the front, row, bring a
raincoat.
The Karamazov Brothers will be featured in The Old Vat
Room at the Arena Stage, 6th & M Streets, S.W. until October
29. Call 488-3300 for more information.

Best-Dressed Professor Mary Cheh
Professor Mary Cheh edged
out Professor Chandler by one
vote in the hotly contested race
for the honored title of BestDressed Professor at the National
Law Center. Professor
John
Bahnzaf swept the' polls in his'
landslide victory in the contest for
the coveted title of Worst Dressed
Professor.
When told of her triumph last Monday, Professor Cheh said, "I
didn't know there was. a contest
until just the other day." She had
no comment on her victory.
Professor Bahnzaf prepared
this statement:
was delighted to !ear':l that I

':1

Worst-Dressed Professor John Bahnzaf

had won, by an overwhelming
Both Professor Cheh' and
vote of the student body, the title Professor Bahnzaf received votes
of worst-dressed faculty member.
for the best and worst dressed.
1 will treasure this moment and Apparently style is in the eye of
this honor always, second only to the beholder. The Advocate
that of being thrown out of Judge received approximately 100 votes
Sirica's -courtroorrr for suggesting in each' category, which is
the appointm ent of a special ..probably not a representative
prosecutor to investigate the sample, but who cares.
Watergate affair.
,
1 also want to thank all of the
The opinions expressed herein
members of my 'sectio!l who are not necessarily those of The
voted for me, and to assure. them Advocate Editorial Board. The
that 1 hold no grudge. 1 had National Law Center, or The
decided to give a 750 question George Washington University.
true-false final exam in Torts even However, the Editor-in-Chief
before learning of the results of agrees with the results.
the contest."

Rewarding opportunities as Campus Representatives
Earn a Free Review Course and Commission

on Further Sales

SMH
..~._~
BAR REVIEW

Smith McLaughlin Hart
Offering review courses for Va. D;C. Md. & New England

For further information call

527~2662
,

-

Ask to see our' materials at the Reserve Desk, 3rd fl. Law Library

3030 N·ORTH FAIRFAX, ARLINGTO~, V-IRGINIA 22201
Call (703) '527-2662
.J.~_
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"En Guarde"

PERSONALIZED .AUTOMATICALL Y
TYPED COVER LETTERS
t~ accompany your resumes
Each letter and matching envelope separately typed
with law firm's name and address .

100

one
page

LEITERS

with matching addressed envelopes

$49.5 0

for

from our 1980 Martind.ale-Hubbell

• • •

WE .CARE

Remember your first few months of law school

Law Directory

Cranes Bond, a fine 100% cotton fibre paper,'
and other high quality papers with matching
envelopes are available at a small additional charge

Charles E. Simon and Company
"A better letter shop."
1725 K Street, N.W. Suite 602 near the Farragut Metro stops.

857-0007'

STOP BY

regularly $75.00

Use your list or choose potential employees

VISA

by Bob Schlossberg
terview-induce anxiety and selfA certain peace overtakes me analysis there is a need to reach
after long periods of anxietyand
deep within oneself-to realize
self-analysis. I come home;' that ultimately outside rewards
leaving the magical interview pin- and feedback cannot determine
up board and the clamoring your self-worth. There are too
hoards sticking to it like flies. The: many things in this world that are
Virginia rain beats on my window: arbitrary: what school you go to,
screen, the gin plays tag with 'the what grades you get, what job
ice, and I put all the pieces in the you land.
box and close the cover. I didn't'
My stance is not one of
build that hotel on Boardwalk, Thoreau-like
self-sufficiency,
and neither did I go directly to Romantic solipsism or 'existential
jail. But I played.
hopelessness. Rather,' there are
I sat down to write 'about the certain coristants in the world
on-campus
interviewing'
which the self needs to moor itself
"process:" -to write a singeing to: another person, the rain,
satire mapped out in two-thirds . death. Whatever it is, it need not
time with clever Woody Allen-like proclaim the superiroty of the self
subtitiles; or to write a one-act but simply the need for it to exist.
play: The Interview: A Fairy tale Whether the mooring is tight or
in which the juxtaposition of loose, it win help in selfscenes as well as latent' irony' definition.
would reveal to all the inequities
All this leads us to. a point of
of the game, the rate race that it objectivity in an essentially
is, the, meaninglessness of it all. subjective exercise. Think of how
But something got in my way":::' the interview "process" would
peace of mind. It was not gin- look to the sketch writers for
inducednor was it simply some "Saturday Night Live," or what
sort of Olental relief. It was a National Lampoon
might do
broader
realization-a
per- 'with the topic. Now picture how
spective,
it looks to you in your deepest,
I don't mean ·to imply that darkest moments of self-doubt.
interviewing does in some sordid When you can stand between
twist of fate induce a case of acute these extremes, you can stand
solipsism. But in all of this in- yourself.

MASTERCHARGE<

The self-doubt, the unending anxiety, all
those ego-shattering events that zapped away
your good feelings about law school? Remember
also how the problems and fear seemed to
diminish when you spoke to someone who had
been through it already?
The STUDENT INFORMATION CENTER has
been established to help students cope with the
trials and tribulations of our law school exper- ience.

SBA Offlce.Baeon Hall
Tues. 1~7
Thurs. 2-7

LEGAL TYPING/
TRANSCRIPTION
REPETITIVE LETTERS
/DOCUMENTS
":'lag card/correcting selectric. Harvard/Blue book style. Deadlines met: Inexpensive rates. Large & Small projects.

Call Cindy Potter 379-7111
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Lawyers' Writing Novels
_

I

Steve O'Brien
Verdict, Simon:and Schuster New
The "trite phrase "write what
Two new authors have works
York, New York, copyright 1980, you know best" is a possible anappearing on the shelves of the, ..$10.95, involves (what else) a mal- swer because no one would doubt
corner book~tore-~arry
Reed _practice suit. The plaintiff's attorthe authority of these two. But
and F. Lee Bailey. Neither author
ney, (good guy) Frank Galvin is why fiction? It would be terrify- is new to the world ~f publishing
an ethical (as a last resort), little a terrifying notion to think that
by any stretch of the rmagmation,
man in the world of. powerhouse
there are no more real life,
but they are amateurs in the any-. Boston lawflrms, He is primarily
spectacular, suspense filled cases
thing goes and usually does field concerned with paying rent on his (where an attorney can get his
of fictional literature. Both books , office and keeping his Massachuname in print), so our recognized
are based on (you guessed it)~ setts Bar license (at the same time
attorneys are making them up and
courtroom drama, complete with if possible). In one sweeping case publishing them as fiction. This
the suspense of Perry Mason re- Galvin takes, on the' Massachuleads to another
hackneyed
runs (without the pipe organ). .
. setts Bar; a sexy, hiring, defense . phrase, "non-fiction tells but ficBailey, the well known, but not counsel assistant; an 'immaculate
tion sells."
always well loved, defense attorBoston
medical. center;
the
But maybe the answer is not
ney's novel, Secrets Bantam
Catholic Church; and the most that complex. Perhaps, like the
Books, New York, New York" expensive defense lawyer in dream of many Americans, they
copyright 1978, $2.50, deals with Boston (an ex-fighter pilot, sound
want to go to their final resting
(what else) a sensational murder
familiar'[). Galvin's case revolves place knowing that somewhere in
case. The cast of characters in- -around the fact that his client the Library of Congress there is a
eludes a well known, but not al- walked into the well respected
call number which corresponds to
ways well loved, attorney who be- Boston medical center to have a a "pieceof fiction created by them.
comes the premiere murder sus- baby .and came out a proverbial
pect. The story centers around
vegetable.
proving the attorney's innocence
Both books serve their intended
by employing the best legal minds
purpose well, that of entertainavailable in Boston with the help ment and a comparison of them
of a dignified, refined, (paid by would be pointless. But the issue
the word) English barrister. At is not the relative mer-its (or
the conclusion of the book, the demerits) of these two novels, The
barrister voices his hope for a re- issue is why do they exist? Why
-.
"":'.
turn visit to the good 01' U.S. of' : are two of this country's most
A., implying a sequel.
capable and successful lawyers,
Barry Reed may not be so well turning away from a dedicated
'I
known outside Boston legal life.of serving the public interest
circles. Mr. Reed is a Boston trial
(?) to become paperback writers?
..
lawyer specializing in medicalIt is not the "I want to tell 'my
legal cases. In 1978, his law firm
story" theory which most big
won $5.8 million in a medical
name, would-be authors use, bemalpractice case, which was the cause that is an area of non-fie.,
highest jury, verdict for malpraction (let's hope). And Bailey has'
tice at the time. His book, The already done that.several times.
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Wrap Up On The Hill:.·5th Orcuit Split
by Scott Smeal
Incumbent
congressmen
vaunting their records during the
next four weeks of campaigning
will be able to boast (with careful
wording) of one accomplishment-not failing to balance' the
federal budget (or fiscal year
1981. Of course, nor did they pass
balanced budget.
Though the ..Budget Act was
passed in 1974 with. the aim of
promoting control of Government expenditures,
Congress
failed to pass the binding Second
Budget Resolution by September
15th, the mandated date by
statute, so for the first time in 30.
years must reconvene after the
election.
Besides the Budget Resolution
(which sets the total spending
ceiling) the "lame
duck"
.Congress will be faced with nine
of the 13 general appropriations
bills (which appropriate funds by
function). Other important issues
left unresolved last week include
revenue sharing, Alaskan lands,
hazardous
waste
disposal,
criminal code reform, 'and open'
housing amendments.
Among the numerous measures
which were enacted during
Congress's final, hectic week were
a number 01 important ones
relating to the. administration of
justice.
5th. Circuit
'
The number of 'Federal ap-

Fifth Circuit into two autonoLiberal opposition waned when assignments, private or public communication").
mous courts: the new Fifth
it becameapparent that a number 'censure or reprimand, or, "other
A general "no-search" rule is
Circuit (comprising Louisiana,
of President Carter's progressive appropriate action."
established with respect to "work
Mississippi, and Texas) and the
appointments would be included
To counter the argument that product material" and a "subEleventh Circuit (comprising
in both reformulated courts.
such legislation impinges upon poena-first" rule with respect to
Alabama.Florida, and Georgia).
the independence of the judicial "documentary
material other
Not since the Eighth Circuit
Judicial Tenure
branch, both versions rely upon than work product."
, was split in 1929 to form the
If minor differences between- the Circuit chief judges: district
Persons aggrieved by violations
current Eighth and Tenth Circuits
the House and Senate passed ver- and circuit judges in committee, are authorized to bring a civil
have the-courts of appeals been sions can be reconciled, a new and the Judicial Conference to action for damages against the
expanded.
procedure will become available investigate
and take action United States 01' a State which has
Thedivision was recommended
by which-Federal judges can be against the judge whose conduct waived its sovereign immunity, or
by 'the judges of the current Fifth
disciplined ~for "unjudicial"
has been questioned.
. in a State which has waived ts
Circuit in a petition to COngress' conduct (e.g. intemperance,
The new law does not apply to I'sovereign immunity, or in a State.
last spring. Among the reasons
corruption, senility, etc)
Supreme Court justices.
I without such a waiver against an
cited was the difficulty of holding
The only formal mechanism
officer who acted within the scope
en bane proceedings before a 26·:.-....currently available, impeachment
Press Protection
of his .official duties. The conjudge court. . ..
under Article II of the ConIn two areas affecting freedom ferees -struck the provision of
A sharp rise in the court's
stitution, has "resulted in the of the press the" outcome in .punitive damages. _
caseload resulted in the number
removal of four judges in the Congress favors first amendment
Finally, the new law directs the
of Fifth Circuit judges D~ng nation's history, the last in 1936. defenders.
By passing- the Attorney General to issue guide, increased from 1~ to 26 when the . Neither the Justice Department "Privacy Protection Act of 1980" lines' to be followed .by Federal
Federal-Omnibus Judgeship Act .nor the Federal circuit councils Congress has extended to the authorities in obtaining materials
was passed in 1978. The new 'law
have shown much interest in -press by- "statute a degree of possessed by non-suspect privte
creates no newjudgeships. .
investigating Federal judges.
protection which the Supreme parties in general, in connection
Though.a Committee on ReviSimilar legislation has been Court held in Zurcher v Stanford with a criminal investigation.
sion of the Federal Court -of introduced sporadically since the Daily is not mandated by jlJ~
In another first amendment
Appeals System recommended
194Os. In the 95th Congress the Constitution. That 1978 case, area, Congress failed to pass
division of the Fifth Circuit in Senate for the first time passed a which immediately prompted legislation to prohibit disclosure
1973, a number of organizations
judicial tenure bill, which died in congressional hearings, estab- of the names of U.S. intelligence
in the legal community, including
the House Judiciary Committee,
Iished that the requirement for• agents.
.the ACLU and NAAC~ opposed
One major obstacle to passage . search warrants against nonThis legislation, designed to
the proposal (initially sponSored has been the opposition by some suspects is the same as for criminalize the writings of Philip
in Congress by Senator Eastland - on constitutional grounds. That . suspects and that newspapers are Agee on the CIA and the
of Mississippi) as one aimed at
removal by impeachment is the not entitled to additional protec- publishers of the Covert Action
"~dering"
the court into a
sole disciplinary ---procedure
tion under the First Amendment.
.Information
Bulletin
who
liberal western circuit and conser-, ' authorized by the Constitution, it
The new law applies to searches regularly identify CIA- agtents
vative "deep south" circuit. The .-is argued, precludes any alternate by federal,state or local officers in I abroad, attracted wide support
Fifth Circuit has been the source disciplinary procedure.
connection with a criminal inves- after anincident last summer, in
of a number of' important civil
To blunt this argument, the tigation and incorporates a broad which a Jamaica CIA agent was
pellate courts (including the D.C. .' fights deci
.'
.
ecisions
and includes versions in both Houses
bar definition' of 'press" (materials fired upon following such a
Circuit) has been increased from
..
lJ to 12 with the action of
among tts members-. of course,
removal as a sanction, limiting. possessed by any person in disclosure.
the 'well-known JJldge Frank
the _remedies to certification connection with disseminating to
Congress dividing,. t_he existing J 0h nson.
Continued on page 5
.disability, suspension of case _ the public a "form of public
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